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Chairman’s Letter
Dear Members,
Whilst many things are
happening or about to
happen in and around our
town, I believe that we
should also reflect on the
very special quality of life
in Leatherhead.
I hope
that you, too, will feel
how fortunate we all are
to call this town “home.”
I will pass over how delightfully compact our town centre
is, how it is possible to walk from one end to the other
and even side to side without getting too exhausted,
how easy it is to bump into friends and acquaintances
and then to follow this up with a quick cup of something
in one of our inviting cafes and restaurants. For more
active exercise then visit our ‘state of the art’ Leatherhead Leisure Centre with exercise studios and a health
suite, 25 metre main swimming pool, teaching pool and
diving pool, two large multi purpose sports halls, squash
courts, clubroom, indoor bowling green, large purpose
built soft play area, crèche, café, conference facilities,
outdoor multi use games area with four courts and an 11
a-side football pitch. In addition we have a choice of
walking or rambling circles plus Barn, Sequence and Ballroom Dancing and a club for the Performing Arts. Two
Allotment sites and the Community Garden offer active
exercise with nutritional rewards.
Pondering over nutrition we have three supermarkets
and three times a week our town is the venue for quality
products being sold in our markets, the well-known
street market twice in the High Street and the Country
Market held in the Parish Hall on Fridays. If we don’t
want to cook then we have a wide range of restaurants
to whet our appetites.
On a less physical but more intellectual level, visit our
well stocked library (we are fortunate to still have one).
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An amazing number of classes take place in our town,
Maths, History, English, French, Spanish, Italian, Computing, Bridge, Earth Sciences and Horticulture to name but
a few are all offered at different levels, mostly in the
Letherhead Institute. The Leatherhead Community Association, which manages the Institute, aims to offer many
of the above and membership entitles one to use another comfortable library and to participate in table tennis, walks of differing difficulty and art lectures plus the
delightful “Tea and Talk” afternoons.
Once a month, Leatherhead Decorative and Fine Arts
Society opens its doors to very high quality lectures on
the arts. We have a lively Art Club for people to produce
their own work and, in another medium, a Creative Writing Group called “the Moles” and, for the passive but still
appreciative, there are Book Clubs like that held in our
Book Shop, another miracle in a small town. Other clubs
on our doorstep are the Model Railway Club, the Community Choir and the U3A with thirty six group interests
ranging from Antiques and Collectibles to Wine Appreciation. In addition we have our museum run by the
Leatherhead & District Local History Society, which is an
opportunity for us to learn more about our town. Many
much larger towns would be hard put to cater for so
many different interests.
This town is also extremely fortunate in having a theatre
where both live performances and films may be enjoyed.
Recently, as a result of modern technology, these two
have been combined into “live screening.” To keep it
alive we must support it.
Yes, we do have problems such as the limited variety of
our shops, congestion along all our entry roads, poor
road and paved surfaces and lack of car parking when we
manage to get here. So we must work with the Council
and the Master Planners (see page 11) to enhance and
‘Transform’ our town to overcome these problems. Let’s
trust that the development of Church Street (see page 3)
will establish the precedent for well thought out plans,
which will be of benefit to the town’s long term future.
Meanwhile, we still have our beautiful, spectacular countryside all around.
Caroline Brown
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A new food store for Leatherhead?
The long-awaited planning application to change three small
units on Church Street into a single large unit suitable for a
prestigious national retailer to set up in Leatherhead has at
last been published. This proposed food store could be the
“kick start” to the regeneration of Leatherhead and attract
shoppers from the outlying areas to come into the town,
which will ultimately benefit all the shops.
The full application can be seen on the MV website by putting
the reference number MO/2015/0062 in the “search for a
planning application” box. The full letter we have sent to the
council is also available to view on this site.
As in every major proposal, there are disadvantages as well as
advantages. The 2 storey extension at the back of the shops
into the car park will greatly affect the maisonettes above the
proposed shop by blocking the view from the windows. The
extension will also prevent the planned reorganisation of the
car park, approved last year, which would have provided 20
much needed additional parking spaces. Compare that to the
situation in Dorking where the new Waitrose included a massive increase in car parking provision, whereas in Leatherhead
the new shop is to be built on the car park! I am sure the success of Lidl was helped by the free parking created when this
shop was built.
Church Street Car Park
The transport survey investigating the usage of the car park,
carried out for this application, concluded that there was
plenty of parking for a new shop as th authors did not look at
the demand for spaces between 9am and 3pm, when, as we all
know, it is often very difficult to find a space in this car park.
Apparently, the survey hours were designed to coincide with
the peak times for visiting this store, but I for one won’t be
shopping there at 5am, when I very much doubt the store will
actually be open! Pretending that there is plenty of parking by
carrying out the survey at unrepresentative times does not
help. The worst outcome for everyone would be if this shop
fails because too few people visit due to not being able to park
nearby. The lunch time trade for sandwiches will not be
enough to support a shop this size.

Remodelling Church Street
Church Street is a very tired area of the town, and the footways outside the shops beyond the traffic lights are very uneven and a mass of patches. A large loading bay outside the
front of the new shop will be needed to enable the large articulated trucks to unload and then to leave by continuing up
the High Street. This would be accomplished by removing the
large brick planters and the trees and moving the gate a little
further towards the High Street. This would also mean that
the end on parking bays would not be available during delivery
times, 6 -10am and 7 - 10pm. In our comments to the council
we feel these hours are too long, as they would remove nearly
all the on street parking during these times and the evening
restrictions would seriously affect the theatre and the nearby
restaurants.
The LRA has been in discussion with the council about creating
a civic space in Church Street, and have submitted an alternative to the one shown in the plans in this application. We do
not feel a dedicated area outside the theatre, made level by
raising it above the natural slope of Church Street meaning
that there would be steps down to the roadway and to the
High Street is necessary, and have suggested that the whole of

Church Street is repaved to create a large shared surface area
and the gate is moved much further down the corner of the
QEF shop so that there is more parking when the area is not
needed for an event in the town or for the market.
The loss of the large planters means the removal of the large
trees, and so we have suggested that they are replaced with
trees which will not grow as large, and new planters, together
with some seating.
This is a golden opportunity to upgrade Church Street and develop it into what Leatherhead deserves - a smart gateway to
attract both residents and visitors from the picturesque Surrey
Hills area, into a welcoming High Street, complete with short
term parking and a popular new store.
Fran Smith

Teazle Wood
On February 17th Lucy Quinnell wrote to make a special
announcement:
"It is with great joy that I can inform you that 'Friends of
Teazle Wood' has at last formally been registered as a
charity, the Teazle Wood Trust, by the Charity
Commission this afternoon.
It has been a long journey, but we have a very robust
constitution as a result. I am indebted to pro-bono
specialist charity lawyer Robert Sprake for his excellent
advice, and also to my Dad, Richard Quinnell, for his
many, many hours of careful research and assistance."
More detail of that long journey will feature in the
Summer Newsletter.

Diary Dates
Key LRA Meeting Dates
13th April
2015
6th July
2015
5th October 2015
4th January 2016

AGM Meeting plus speaker
Open Meeting plus Q & A/speaker
Open Meeting plus speaker
Open Social Meeting

Other Committee Meetings are planned for the first Monday
of each month (except Bank Holiday Mondays). Please refer
to our website or a committee member to check on a meeting
date and whether it is Open to all members or to Committee
only.

Leatherhead Open Gardens
It is with regret that the Environment Committee has decided
that the next ‘Open Gardens’ will not occur again until 2016.
We do, however, plan to hold several smaller events, including plant sales, with afternoon teas or coffee mornings .
This year, the Environment Committee is concentrating on the
Anti Litter Campaign and associated art exhibition. (see page
9). By concentrating on this Campaign we hope to make this a
very successful event for the benefit of everyone.
Some might call us overly optimistic but we do envisage a
"Litter Free Leatherhead in 2015".
For dates and details, please refer to our website or Streetlife.
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Elmer Water Treatment Works
Screening has Begun
We have some good news and some bad news. The good news is that 32 substantial trees and a further 121 smaller trees are in the process of being
planted on Hawk's Hill to screen lower level out-buildings of the Elmer Works
Treatment complex. The bad new is that even after many years of growth the
trees will never reach a height to screen the shiny white roofs that have been
so inappropriately built in the Green Belt.

Anthony Ferrar has asked that his
message be conveyed to all with an
interest in the matter. I am, therefore, including the main body of the
letter in its entirety. (see below)
"You will be aware that we have
explored all practical options but
with an emphasis on trying to establish the best long-term, sustainable solution.

After 5 years of waiting to see if trees in pots would grow to screen the site,
some of the trees began to die. We later found that the decision was made
to discontinue watering the trees in pots after the MV's request to maintain
the trees for 5 years had been met. As reported in the Autumn 2013 LRA
Newsletter, a petition of over 200 residents (everyone who had the opportunity to sign) was handed to Sutton and East Surrey Water Company’s Managing Director, Anthony Ferrar.

We are, following the
advice of our landscape contractor,
planting 32 4.5m high trees and a
further 121 1.2-1.8 m high trees.
They will be planted on the level
strip of land below where the large
pots are.

This led to a series of meetings of local residents and councillors, with the
managing director. In the process of meeting, we became aware that, because the buildings were on top of the hill, it would be very difficult to fully
screen them with trees planted in the only place they could be planted, at a
much lower level. This is when the landscape designer proffered the idea of a
5 metre bund that would give the trees a 16 foot head start in height. Other
ideas suggested by residents to hide the roofs included: 1) camouflaging with
paint; 2) planting sedum; 3) covering with substantial netting to deflect the
brightness and semi-hide the roof and 4) planting trellises near the buildings
with a fast growing vine such as fallopia baldschuanicao (russian vine). All
ideas were rejected.

Unfortunately, we have had
to abandon plans to create a bund
on this level area on which to plant
the trees because the necessary
structure would be substantial and
take up too much operational land.

It has been suggested that we ask the water company for a commitment to
alter the colour of the roofs at the time when the roofs need to be replaced.
Unfortunately for us, the roofs are made of extremely durable materials that
will last a very long time. Perhaps the planting scheme will, at least, screen
out some of the noise from the site which continues to be a reported nuisance. Although the water company has not gone as far as we would like, we
appreciate the effort it has made.
Cheryl Allen
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The planting will follow strict
procedures to ensure the trees
thrive and we have secured a fiveyear maintenance agreement which
provides a guarantee that if any die
they will be replaced. This will be
reviewed and may be renewed
after the initial five year period. The
area will be fenced to deter rabbits,
etc.
We have placed a maintenance agreement to ensure the
trees in the pots are well cared for
and watered to promote maximum
growth. One has died and will be
replaced.

Educational Facilities in Nower Wood - Plans for Redevelopment
The LRA is able to keep up with activities at Norbury Park through its representation on the Norbury Park Liaison Group (NPLG),
which meets every March and October. Also included in the NPLG activities are site visits occurring at least once a year.
The NPLG meetings are arranged by Surrey Wildlife Trust (SWT), which is responsible for taking care of Norbury Park on behalf of
its owner Surrey County Council (SCC). Through the NPLG meetings, we are also kept informed of educational activities in Nower
Wood, owned by SWT. At the October meeting we were offered the opportunity to visit the educational facility in Nower Wood,
so we could witness first hand the need to replace the ageing facility.
(Left) Some of the NPLG, meeting in an ageing
classroom in Nower Wood in early December,
could see the wisdom of having a better insulated/heated classroom.
(Right) A dedicated and enthusiastic teacher
amid the woods and bleachers where
instruction begins.
Left) Teaching platforms jut out into the pond so that samples
can be taken and then examined on the benches.
SWT's Educational Nature Reserve in Nower Wood is set in 82 acres of beautiful semi-ancient woodland.
Since its purchase over 40 years ago, SWT has provided environmental and wildlife education for thousands of children across the county and beyond.
Recently, SWT has worked with the MV Planning Department to design new facilities which are in keeping
with and respect their setting. Although the plans have not yet been approved, perhaps because the project is not totally funded, fundraising continues with generous donations of £50,000 and £20,000 received last year. In addition to
donations, the SWT is also seeking further funding from Charitable Trusts. It is hoped that work on the project will begin in Spring
2016. It was a privilege to visit the site, which as a nature reserve is not open to the public. Our members who are young enough
may have visited Nower Wood for educational purposes; others may have children who have experienced the magic of being educated so near to nature.
Cheryl Allen

Leach Grove Village Green - Finally to Reach Public hearing
We finally have a start date of April 13th for the Hearing of our Village Green Application for Leach Grove Wood. This will be held
at The Leatherhead Institute or, alternatively, at the Leatherhead Theatre. It will run for at least 5 days, depending on the number
of witnesses to be heard and on the number of written statements to be processed. The final details have not yet been sent but
are imminent.
Flip Cargill first wrote a letter to the Leatherhead Residents' Association in September 2009 voicing her concerns about this small
wood, and, ever since, it has been a regular topic discussed at Residents’ Association meetings, and in its newsletters. She then
put in an application for Village Green Status in 2012, supported by the Leatherhead Residents’ Association.
The wood has been and still is a much loved haven, not only for wildlife but for residents of all ages. Activities, which have taken
place in these woods, are many and varied and local feeling is strong to preserve the wood and protect it from development for
future generations to enjoy ad infinitum.
The information we all give as witnesses needs to show that we have regularly gone to the wood (during a period between 1993 2013) to use the wood for activities such as blackberry picking, tree climbing, photography, picnics and dog walking - not simply
walked through it to somewhere else. A number of people have already kindly written statements, with over 350 people signing
Evidence of Use forms for the Village Green Application.
Our Barrister Ashley Bowes is experienced and we are hoping
for a positive outcome from this long awaited hearing. Thanks
to the generosity of our local community and the support of
the Residents' Association, the Barrister’s fees have been
met. The LRA have held and topped up funds from a previous
Leach Grove Wood Protection Society, which fought for 3
years to save the wood from being sold to developers in the
early 1980s. So it is encouraging to know that love and care
for these woods is as strong as ever.
Flip Cargill
< A few of the 350 people, who signed Evidence of Use forms,
gathered on 14th February to rally support for the cause.
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River Flows & Floods
In the 2005 Leatherhead Health Check, the River Mole was
identified as the most outstanding physical feature of the
town. This resulted in the building of a much more accessible
river pathway between Thorncroft Bridge and Bridge Street
which is still enjoyed today by people of all physical abilities.

- Fetcham & Leatherhead
Flood Forum Formed

Along with the serenity of a river walk, with its beautiful flora
and fauna, come responsibilities, liabilities, and sometimes
danger. While we are happy to hear about two eyrars of baby
swans (photos Summer 2014 newsletter) and an abundance of
kingfishers, we were disappointed to hear in 2012 that the
River Mole had been identified as an unhealthy river with
many failings according to surveys done by the European Union. And then, the winter floods of 2013/14 reminded us how
treacherous the river can be, leaving people homeless even
today.
For these reasons, there has been a sometimes confusing
amount of attention on the river and its tributary, the Rye
Brook, throughout 2014. After many meetings, workshops,
and appeals for volunteers, the good news is that the attention has brought hope for the future.
In order to meet European regulations by 2027, the River
Mole Catchment Partnership was formed in 2013. This joint
effort by The Environment Agency (EA), Thames Water (TW),
and the Surrey Wildlife Trust (SWT) used local people as representatives. The 100 or so reps compiled local information
which became the basis of a listing of problems and aspirations for the river. In addition, regular meetings of flood victims resulted in the EA being funded to produce a Model of
the Mid Mole and its Drainage system. This model is almost
complete. The data for this model is now safely stored in computers which are busy analysing the result. The EA's recommendations, based on the model, will be available later this
year. Detailed designs will appear by 2016-17, and construction to assuage flooding will be underway by 2018-19.
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One of the most positive results of the 2013/14 winter floods
has been the organisation of a local Flood Forum. Hardly anything focusses the mind like homeless people dealing with
flooded homes. The EA and TW have been particularly responsive in joining with residents at the series of meetings initiated
by Cllr Tim Hall.
Early in 2014, the EA was urging those affected by the floods
to form a Flood Forum. It was advised that this was the most
significant way of sorting out flood problems in an area. Since
both Fetcham and Leatherhead residents had been affected by
the flood, it was sensible to join together to establish a Flood
Forum. Cllr Hall's work with SCC, TW, and the EA resulted in
meetings last summer. At that time, a list was compiled of 29
areas in Fetcham and Leatherhead which flood for various reasons. Since that time, TW and SCC have worked individually
and together to sort out some of the sites.
In December 2014, representatives from both the Leatherhead
and Fetcham Residents' Associations met at the Flood Forum
chaired by Cllr Hall. The Forum was composed of representatives from Mole Valley District Council Planning Department,
Surrey County Council Highways, the Environment Agency,
Thames Water, and flood victims from Leatherhead and
Fetcham. It was decided that Network Rail, a riparian party
with responsibility for river banks, would be invited to the next
meeting. Our Flood Forum is now one of the 70 in the UK.
The Forum gave the opportunity to discuss all 29 areas that
have been identified as showing varying degrees of flooding.
Much work has already been done, but attendees responsible
for repair went away with assignments for the two months
before the next meeting in February. One additional site has
been added to the list and one has been removed because the
problem has been solved. The complete list of the 29 flood
sites can be found on the LRA Website. (Simply Google
“Leatherhead Residents Association”, then click on the tab
“Association” and look, on the right for the list of “Minutes.”
Scroll down to January 2015 and then
look for the relevant report). If
you are aware of an
additional location that
floods, please let us know
so that the problem can
be addressed.

2013/14 Winter Floods
in Leatherhead

- Rye Brook Restoration Funding Announced
The Rye Brook features both as one of the 29 sites on the Flood Forum list and noted by the River Mole Catchment Partnership as
needing much attention.
It was no surprise, therefore, that the "Love Your River Workshop" held October 28 th gave hope that some restoration work would
take place on the Leatherhead section of the Rye Brook. Sponsored by Surrey Wildlife Trust and The Environment Agency, participants were informed of some work already in progress in Ashtead.
For years, we have watched with admiration as volunteers worked on the Rye Brook Restoration Project in Ashtead Common.
Their construction activities focused on restoring meanders to the channels and creating a network that would provide hydrologic
complexity with the aim of enhancing biodiversity.
Local people knew that just downstream, the Rye Brook, struggling to flow towards the Splash in the River Mole, was clogged with
litter, silt, and Himalayan Balsam which also sometimes caused flooding. This part of the brook has been heavily modified and it
may be impossible to return it to its original state. However, this does not mean that it cannot be improved.
As a part of the River Mole Catchment Partnership formed in 2012/13, local workshops have been held. Lists of aspirations for the
local catchment area have been formed. The October workshop added to the list and tried to prioritise the desires of participants.
The aim of the Rye Brook Restoration Project in Leatherhead will be to help co-ordinate the existing community and business interests in the river environment to create a shared vision for the restoration and sustainable use of the Rye Brook. Project partners
Surrey Wildlife Trust and the Lower Mole Countryside Project will lead volunteers in practical tasks on channel improvements and
provide advice and support to riparian owners to improve habitat.
Local businesses (i.e. Unilever and KBR) are already showing a healthy interest in the Rye Brook via their Team Building Days in
Teazle Wood. Over several years they have helped to clear debris from several sections of the brook. Friends of Teazle Wood are
interested in the channel, not only as a habitat, but also its location along the boundary, and at the entrance to the wood as it sets
the tone for the area.
There is a small budget that should be used by April. We will report as the details of the project unfold. Volunteers and additional
funding will be needed.
Cheryl Allen.
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Waste, Image & Litter
- Time to cut out waste in the body politic!
Politics is much in the news at the moment and will continue to be until the elections in May. We have heard
much over the years from our politicians about making
savings (i.e. making cuts) by cutting out waste in the National Health, Education, Police Force, Armed Forces,
local government services etc., etc. Some of these have
been so trimmed down over the years that there is no
more "fat" to cut away without causing a deterioration in
service. What we almost never hear are politicians urging
the cutting out of waste among themselves.
Do we really need 650 MPs in the House of Commons
(11 of them representing Surrey)? Are the 845 members
of the House of Lords good value for money? Do we need
that number? But I will confine myself here to thinking
about Surrey.
The Local Government Act 1972 swept aside previous
forms of local government in England and Wales and replaced them with a two-tier system of counties
(metropolitan and non-metropolitan) and districts. I was
living in Wales at the time and well remember confusion
as the county borough, where I lived, was transmogrified
into a district in a newly created county. I recall also the
arguments over where different responsibilities lay.
Doubtless there are those here who recall the disappearance of the Leatherhead Urban District Council and its
absorption into the Mole Valley District of the County of
Surrey.
Do we really need two tiers of local government? Any
attempt to get a comprehensive and coherent parking policy for Leatherhead (something I have advocated for the
past two decades) is frustrated by having Surrey CC responsible for on-street parking and Mole Valley for public car parks? Is that sensible?
The 1973 Local Government (Scotland) Act similarly set
up a two-tier system in Scotland of regions and districts.
It is noteworthy, in my opinion, that both Wales and Scotland abolished their two-tier systems in the 1990s: Scotland replacing it by 32 unitary authorities in 1994, and
Wales replacing it by 22 unitary authorities in 1996.
What about England? Metropolitan counties were abolished in 1986 and during the 1990s some counties and
districts were replaced by unitary authorities. But the
greater part of England still has the two-tier system; Surrey is one such area.
Fulvius

- What do you think could be improved at
Leatherhead Station?
What do you think alighting from the London train and exiting
at Leatherhead station? Are you delighted just to be nearly
home after a long working day and too tired to notice your
surroundings? Or are you, like me, pretty dispirited to be
greeted with large bins, litter and the general unkemptness
that is the back of Leatherhead station?
Southern Rail has announced plans to make improvements
by restoring the adjacent stationmaster’s house and
constructing a new waiting room. They also plan to carry out
a survey of passengers to find out what they think of
Leatherhead station - so please take part and make your
views known.
How about raised beds for
flowers rather than large red
ugly bins.?
And what about a sign and a map of the area?

Welcome to Leatherhead
Gateway to the Surrey Hills
There is a lovely backdrop
of trees, do we need very
prominent bright yellow
height restriction bars to
spoil the view?
A great improvement
would be a border with shrubs and better signage.

The station architecture is spoilt by signs obscuring the
attractive arched windows and by bushes growing from the
brickwork.
Major Works

The views expressed in this newsletter are those of
the contributors and are not necessarily shared by
the Association. Rather we hope the exchange of
views here will better inform the members of the
Association as to opinions of the Leatherhead
residents about current issues
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How about creating a new tunnel to access the front of the
station for walkers and cyclists?
The pavement is very narrow and dangerous. When it rains
there is often a large puddle which soaks people waiting at the
traffic lights.

A major issue is litter, litter and more litter– do you
have any ideas for stopping people from littering?
Caroline Cardew -Smith

Anti Litter Campaigns

The aims of the exhibition are:

Leatherhead Anti Litter Campaign
Advances Toward April Exhibition

1) to make young people more aware of litter as a problem,
and recycling as one answer to the mounds of rubbish we
produce every day ;
2) to work with litter to produce works of art;
3) to present the works of art first to their own schools and
later to the Public Exhibition in April, and hopefully influence
the behaviour of visitors to the exhibition.

After the very successful Autumn 2014 Litter Pick, the various
threads of the year long project are slowly coming together.
The proposal called for an educational component which
would involve as many local schools as possible. From the beginning, the Anti-litter Campaign had been fully supported by
MV's Jackie Lees-Howes and her team in Environmental Services. Then, the educational portion was taken on by Lesley
Spiers, the Arts and Communities Officer in the Community
Development Department.
We decided that if we are to change hearts and minds, a good
way is to influence behaviour at an early age. To that end we
began to talk to staff of local schools. Below, Susan Leveritt
chats to Barbara Sheppard, Trinity School's deputy head
teacher, about ways the Environment Committee could meet
and interact with students through their Eco Council.

This council will reproduce (in litter) two designs chosen from
a poster design competition. The activity will be filmed so that
a time lapse video will be produced to be on show at the Exhibition.
By December, Lesley Spiers had committed to fund an artist to
work with students in three schools. By January the three
schools had been selected: They are Trinity Primary School,
Therfield Secondary School, and West Hill School. In March,
artist Becci Kenning will carry out workshops at these three
schools. In addition, the LRA Environment Committee will
work with Neal Evans, the Head of Art at St. Johns School,
Rosie Keedy, Head of Polesden Lacey Infants School, and Clive
Stewart, Head of Art at Downsend School so that other
students can be part of the project.

The public exhibition of art by local students will be open for 6
days in April (16th, 17th and 18th and the 23rd , 24th and 25th). It
is hoped that the event will be held in the former Help Shop on
the High Street. The shops owner has generously agreed that
if the shop is not let by the end of March, we can use the
premises for the displays. Notices will be placed on the door
and notice boards around town to make people aware of its
location.
The two local councils and the Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE) are fully backing our activities. It is hoped that
later this year a poster campaign, funded by CPRE, will get the
message across. The members of the LRA Environment Committee have been challenged to come up with messages for
the campaign. Here is one of Lucy Quinnell's offerings:

Clean Up Britain (CLUB) Announce
a Nationwide Anti Litter Campaign
A national movement also aims to change the public perception of litter. CLUB wants littering to become as socially unacceptable as drink driving. Many celebrities are backing this
campaign after taking a look at the statistics. Nearly half the
UK population admits to dropping litter and it costs almost a
billion pounds to clean it up every year. The group points out
that the money would pay for one of the following:
42,000 new police constables (starting salary of £23,000)
60,000 new nursing staff (starting salary £17,000)
2.5 million hospital beds (£400 a day)
5,000 libraries (£200,000 a year)
An important aim of CLUB is to get large corporations which
create products associated with litter to take some responsibility for clearing up the mess. Companies such as Coca Cola,
whose name or logo is on 5% of all litter worldwide, have
come on board to help solve the litter problem.

National Clear Up Day Announced

Students of Polesden Lacey Infants School participating in the
Art Exhibition. They are working on a display about endangered animals in the disappearing South American rain forest.

March 21st has been named as a national clear up day.
Some residents who participated in the Autumn litter pick will
be out on the 21st clearing up behind more careless visitors to
our area. We have been disappointed with the state of the
roads into Leatherhead. With the leaves off trees and the
shrubs cut back, a whole myriad of litter has been exposed.
Cheryl Allen
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Transport from Leatherhead to
St. Helier & St George’s Hospitals
Leatherhead to St George's options:
Train from Leatherhead to Wimbledon station (27 minutes)
then either - bus 57 or 131 (both operate approx every 8 minutes and take 15 minutes) from outside Wimbledon Station to
Tooting High Street, then a 7 minute walk to the Hospital OR
a 2 minute walk from Wimbledon Station to Alexandra Rd
Wimbledon and catch bus 493 (operates every 10 minutes and
takes 10 minutes) this service operates directly into St
George's Hospital grounds ;
OR bus 293 to Morden (operates every 20 minutes and takes
44 minutes) then tube to Tooting High Street (6 minutes) and
12 minute walk.
Quickest journey allowing for maximum waiting time Train to Wimbledon plus bus 493 is 49 minutes

Epsom to St Helier options:
Bus 470 from Epsom to Cheam Broadway (operates every 30
minutes and takes 19 minutes) then 151 to St Helier (operates
every 9 minutes and takes 25 minutes) ;
OR Train to Sutton (takes 10 minutes) then S1 (operates
every 15 minutes and takes 29 minutes) to St Helier. OR
Train to Carshalton (takes 13 minutes) the 157 to St Helier
(operate every 12 minutes and takes 9 minutes)
Quickest journey allowing for the maximum waiting time Train to Carshalton plus bus 157 is 34 minutes.
(Source of above is via Pam Wilson from Valerie Sexton,
Senior Transport Officer, SCC – 29 December 2014)

Please check timings for updates/alterations before
journeying
You will see from the above schedules that there is no direct
public service to these key hospitals which is needed by many
residents in the Leatherhead area. I am working to try to get
this put right. This service is for those who wish to attend appointments and who would not be included in the ambulance
service, and for those who wish to visit friends and relatives in
St. Helier or St. George’s Hospitals who either do not have cars
or who do not wish to drive, but who want to travel independently on regular transport to and from these hospitals. I am
not asking for this to be free - just one bus an hour with a
regular timetable could be for a trial period.
Because Valerie Sexton, Senior Transport Officer at Surrey
County Council (SCC), has told me SCC is having to cut the
transport budget, and although she thinks services to the hospitals could be improved, she does not think there is the ability
to do more. I have therefore requested the existing transport
options to St. Helier and St. George’s Hospitals from Leatherhead and Epsom which she has provided (above). I am also in
touch with the Environmental Support Services at Epsom & St.
Helier University Hospital NHS Trust who will be looking into
this when they renegotiate their bus contracts later this year.
I believe this to be an essential service for those living in the
Leatherhead area and any support you can give by writing to
our MP, Councillors, the NHS Trust and Surrey County Council
would be helpful.
Pam Wilson
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Leatherhead Community Hospital
Following the closure of Leach Ward and the transfer of
staff and 10 beds to Dorking Hospital, over 100 concerned residents and local Councillors met to listen to and
ask questions of Senior Officers of the Surrey Downs
Clinical Commissioning Group (SDCCG) and Central
Surrey Health.
The petition asking for the re-instatement of Leach Ward,
(889 signatures) has been acknowledged and reported to
the Governing Body of the SDCCG.
Residents have been invited to attend the launch of
the Community Hospital Services Review at the beginning of March in three venues across the area and it is
hoped that some residents were able to attend. This event
was used to present the scope of the review, as well as a
timetable for patient and public involvement throughout
the process. For full details of the Review, including the
scope of work, are available on the SDCCG website at:
www.surreydownsccg.nhs.uk/get-informed/our-projects/
community-hospital-services/
Usman Nawaz, Patient and Public Engagement Manager,
invites you to be a “critical friend” or as a patient advisor.
Please contact Usman Nawaz for further information and
to receive information on updates from Surrey Downs
CCG at:-usman.nawaz@surreydownsccg.nhs.uk – or register on the following website your willingness to get involved - (http://www.surreydownsccg.nhs.uk/getinvolved/patients-advisory-group/how-to-join)
It is the recommendation of the Residents’ Association
committee that as many people as possible actually put
their concerns in writing and post them to SDCCG,
Guildford Road, Leatherhead, Surrey KT22 9AE. Much
more time and attention has to be paid to individual concerns in writing, especially if those concerns include a
question.
Hilary Porter

Barnett Wood Lane Allotments
Spring has sprung and gardeners are digging and planting for
the new growing year. Allotments are an amenity which provide everyone in our town with the opportunity to cultivate,
exercise and eat fresh, local and healthy food.
Although the Barnett Wood Lane Allotments are still under
threat from potential development, no decision has yet been
made. Are you against potential development in this area? Are
you a keen gardener? If so why not come and support us by
getting a plot at Barnett Wood Lane Allotments and why not
join our allotment society, Leatherhead Poors Allotments Society, at the same time. Did you know that by joining our allotment society you can get access to discounted seeds through
our membership of the National Society for Allotments and
Leisure Gardens? If you’re interested why not come along and
have a look - we are all a friendly bunch of people and would
welcome new allotment holders.
Louise Herrity
Email: lpas@hotmail.co.uk
Websites: http://www.lpas.org.uk/ and
www.facebook.com/SaveBarnettWoodLaneAllotments

Transforming
Leatherhead Town Centre
In our Autumn newsletter we described the process of
obtaining funding for an in-depth and extensive examination and proposals for the development of our town
centre. Mole Valley District Council (MVDC) had successfully bid for funds from the government via ‘Coast to
Capital’, the Local Enterprise Partnership. In addition
MVDC has allocated a budget of half a million pounds
towards planning and developing the way forward.
The government’s aim is to create local economic growth
for Jobs, Commercial Space and Housing using infrastructure funding to encourage significant private investment.
WHY PICK LEATHERHEAD? Leatherhead is slap bang in
the middle of one of MVDC’s key territories – the East
Surrey M25 corridor. It has excellent road links to both
Gatwick and Heathrow airports and has good rail links to
London. Because of its location it has attracted a significant community of international businesses. The Council
has a vision for Leatherhead Town Centre as a vibrant,
economically healthy and attractive modest sized, multipurpose centre. Those living and working in the town
and the surrounding villages can look to it as the focus
for their local shopping, business, entertainment and
cultural needs.
MASTERPLANNERS
The initial investment is being used to employ specialist
MASTERPLANNERS to advise the Council on how to
achieve this. This opportunity has attracted leading specialist teams of consultants to bid for this work. After a
rigorous examination process, the consortium, selected
to provide advice and direction for Transform Leatherhead, will be led by Broadway Malyan (international architects). In the team will be experts from Nexus Planning (planning & regeneration consultants), Colliers International (specialists in commercial and retail property
– of relevance has been their work in response to the
‘Portas review’ of town centre retail) and Mouchel (a
leading transport planning services consultancy).
CONSULTATION
An essential element of their work is to consult and engage with the local community, local residents, users of
the town centre, existing occupiers and employers. To
this end they have invited representation from the local
residential and business communities to form a Community Reference Group. They have also formed a Members’ Reference Group from Councillors in the greater
Leatherhead area., Two committee members of the
Leatherhead Residents’ Association will sit on the 16
member Community Reference Group.

Our aim is to ensure that all residents have a chance to
make their ideas known for the benefit of the town.
Working with Leatherhead Area Partnership and the
Residents’ Associations of Ashtead, Bookham and
Fetcham plus business organisations, we aim to identify
the improvements needed for a 21st century market
town and to advise the Masterplanners accordingly.
John W Wilson

Planning
Apart from the large application for the new supermarket in
Church Street (see separate article on page 3) there have been
some other interesting decisions:
The Youth Football Club, River Lane has approval for the
redevelopment of their facility, which will mean it will be able
to be used more, due to the installation of artificial turf pitches.
The parking is also to be improved, so hopefully there will be
no need for cars to park on River Lane and on the verges of
Randalls Road.
The application for the Harringtons bakery on Bridge Street
to partially demolish the existing building and rebuild to create
9 flats and a small shop at the front has been approved. It will
be good to see this large site, which has been empty for so
long, being redeveloped.
The application to demolish Highlands House, Windmill
Drive and replace it with 6 homes was refused planning permission on the grounds of overdevelopment of the site. A
modified plan to replace this large Victorian building with only
5 homes with a reduced height has now been approved.
The redevelopment of the old social club, Upper Fairfield
Road was refused planning permission for 7 flats and 2 houses
and the developers are appealing against this decision. The
developers have also submitted new plans for 9 flats, each with
parking, and showing the protection for the adjacent old
wooden house, which overcomes the issues we raised in our
letter of representation for the previous application, and the
lack of privacy the council objected to. This latest application
has now been approved.
The Pachesham Golf Course has received permission to import inert waste over the next two years to remodel the course.
The LRA did object to this application and the amount to be
imported has been reduced, with a larger area to be left
unchanged next to the boundary with Teazle Wood to protect a
rare plant which grows there. Conditions have been imposed
on the times the trucks can deliver their loads. It has now submitted further applications to cover the protection of wildlife
and also to keep the roads clean.
As always, do not hesitate to contact the LRA if you have any
concerns about a planning application.
Fran Smith
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